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Equipment Upgrade/Repair Simulations based on Work Order Sampling Status Assessment
enables Site Visit Executive to monitor dispatcher learning, behaviour & physical proficiency on
jobs by establishing standards for evaluation of dispatchers based on observations of job site
performance/progress designed to provide feedback to administrators so Advanced Logistics
requirements can be authorised.
Work Order Sampling Observational Assessment helps Site Visit Executive make instructional
decisions based on information about individual dispatch teams so better understanding of what
content should be included in training materials is established. Specific expectations must be
communicated about what dispatchers have to master and what concepts dispatchers are having
difficulty learning so adjustments can be made to curriculum.
Appropriate status updates of Job Site performance means establishing types of work order status
expected of dispatch teams is logical, suitable way to determine behaviour of activity being
observed. For example, collecting work order samples for evaluation aimed at standards
established by Site Visit Executive over period of time based on operational requirements is
appropriate technique of establishing performance indicators to convey context of Logistics
actions.
Job Site Status update programme standards can be used to collect work order observations on
instructions with multiple execution steps. Being aware of transitions occurring on job site and
writing dispatch team behaviour summaries across the top of the status update application, such
as “fills out requirements impacting work order quality quickly and moves on to next task.”
Establishing correct requirements means dispatchers must possess both technical and
communication skills. The job can be difficult because implementation often gets mixed with the
requirements. Often, administrators have the attitude of "I'll know it when I see it," making it
difficult to establish requirements early.
We initially focused on creation of prototyping/execution tools & traceable
specifications/requirements tools. Possible next steps could entail moving toward executable
requirements/simulation tools requiring considerable ability for dispatcher to build field-level
demand forecasts results into narrative structure.
Include all dispatcher individual skill sets and period of time you are planning to observe and
provide for appropriate assessments of key Logistics indicators to uncover requirement levels
being met during evaluation of dispatcher skills in communicating work order efficacy using

established narrative language. There's no sense being exact about something if you don't even
know what you're talking about. There is no point in trying to establish exact specifications if the
designers and field levels cannot even agree on what the requirements are.
It is very important to verify requirements are correctly implemented in the design. This is
accomplished by defining traceable requirements as ability to follow the life of requirements i.e.
from its origins, through its specification progress, to its subsequent deployment and field-level
use. Observational periods of on-going refinement/ iteration in any of these phases captures
relationships between requirements, specifications & design.
There also exist requirements in equipment upgrade/repair simulation application tools. Forward
planning allows designers to capture system requirements and designs into metrics-based
executable system models. Models can be evaluated & simulated to ensure requirements
correctness. Application Workbenches are established as system-level simulation tool focusing
on behavioural aspects of observation assessments and evaluation of dispatcher performance.
It would be good idea to establish technique for assisting in structured process for determination
of correct/accurate requirements. In particular, our application provides for structured equipment
product planning to enable dispatch teams to clearly specify field-level requirements in
narratives before evaluation of each proposed product /service capability systematically in terms
of its “Impact Proximity” for meeting field-level requests. Metrics display relationships between,
for example, field-level requirements and narrative system features.
Site Visit Executive must pay attention to key words and phrases used in narratives when
assessing quality of work order performance indicators, i.e. “Participates in initial Prototype
design ...” “Uses integrated status updates...” “Understands requirements for unit/function
testing...” “Begins to create field-level acceptance ..” “Describes standards of quality
assurance...” “Performs training at installations..” “Demonstrates ability to rework requirements
design..” Words and phrases, in conjunction with work order examples can assist with
composition of accurate status updates.
Traceable assessments allow for allocation of product requirements early in process to reduce
problems in correcting defects due to untraceable components in integration and system test
phase. Providing traceable assessments also allows for accountability in making sure work order
project milestones are approved, deliverables are verified & field-level units are satisfied. Also,
traceable assessments keep information organised during changes in composition of dispatcher
team skill sets/levels.
Site Visit Executive must establish narrative limitations to observational plans so fewer, more
descriptive metrics of work order content are collected. Your goal is to classify observations
across multiple performance indicators in order to obtain variety of skill type expectations of
quality job execution, while establishing collection standards. Standards must include agreed
upon entry of metrics limited to practical amounts so clear picture of dispatcher level of
performance is provided for subsequent use in establishing standards.
One of most important things in getting started with narrative structure is to ask questions.

Context-free questions are high-level questions posed early on in project to obtain information
about broad scope of design problem & potential solutions. Examples of context-free questions
include “What installations will be affected?” “What is reason for solving this problem?” “What
field-level scenarios is product likely to encounter?” “What are trade-offs between time/value?”
These questions force both sides, designers and field level operatives, to look at higher-tier
issues. Also, since these questions are appropriate for any project, they can be prepared in
advance.
Let’s look at observations collected for performance level indicators “Shows signs of meeting
standards of beginning communication levels for work order concepts.” At the end of each
dispatcher team performance rating period, Site Visit Executive reviews skills checklist ratings
so narrative summary report can be established for each dispatcher skill set level. Unclear
requirements can be caused by poor choice of words or unstructured introductions of key
elements. It is important to eliminate or at least reduce ambiguities as early as possible because
cost/benefit ratio metrics can be compromised as operations progress.
You must summarise dispatcher knowledge and write narrative commentary describing
strengths/weaknesses demonstrated in execution of work orders in each Logistics domain. To
determine dispatcher progress, look at number of “Jobs Not yet in Process” and proficiency
ratings in each domain. If there are more process proficiency rating results from assessments
during observation periods, then dispatch teams are demonstrating expected progress.
When writing narrative summary, you must convey how dispatch teams are progressing.
Although two dispatcher teams may have identical ratings for communication of work order
issues, it is unlikely both teams will have exactly the same skill set and approach to work order
execution. Moreover, even if evaluations of two dispatcher teams indicate similar skills, it is
probably the case each team does not demonstrate skill levels in the same manner.
Common means of describing complex systems using object orientation represents specification
narratives, but there are no details given on how/when features are linked together during
progress made in systems creation. The main concerns about using object-oriented narratives for
real-time embedded systems is about speed/size characteristics of Application to be utilised.
Equipment Upgrade/Repair Simulation Restrictions in structural properties has been cited as one
shortfall. For example, there are no predefined application stereotypes to help improve
standardisation and no capability to capture information in depth or potential for complete
description of operational system properties may be limited. Another shortfall deals with
deficiencies in simulated schedule concurrency. However, our application concepts are still in
initial creative stages and only time will tell if it will be effective in system specifications.
Some points in support of object-oriented narratives for embedded systems include requirements
for objects to be efficient so Site Visit Executive can write about larger systems with fewer
defects. Obtaining results in less time is realised using simulation techniques instead of
structured methods, and advances can be implemented in assembly narratives, in addition to
others.

Site Visit Executive has highlighted possibility that usually, in defining system requirements,
there is tendency to cover areas related to performance as opposed to areas that are related to
support. But this means emphasis is only placed on part of the system and not the whole system.
It is essential to take into consideration the entire system when defining system requirements.
Summaries detailing results from evaluation of established work order proficiency standards
must consist of individualised narrative samples for each dispatcher team assessing the following
skill types/levels:
1. Requirements/Prototyping: Specs established in a systematic way to ensure accuracy &
completeness
2. Initial/Detail design: Precise, verified functions of design behaviour, or system
characteristics/procedures determining satisfaction of provisions
3. Formal product integration: Specifically established functions, attributes, constraints,
preferences & expectations of equipment products.
4. User status updates: Just as important to specify what system is not supposed to accomplish
compared to what system is supposed to do when requirements are complete
5. Unit/Function testing: Constructed primarily to test the completeness, accuracy, clarity, &
concise properties of requirements
6. Integration/System testing: Creation of dependable, embedded systems to interact with
outside field-level operations
7. Field/Acceptance testing: Used on regular basis to determine if field levels will be satisfied
with equipment product
8. Quality assurance: Quality preferences on desired condition are placed on attributes to be
defined in addition to constraints
9. Installation/training: Operational deployment/distribution to include quantity of equipment
product & location
10. Requirements/Design Rework: Revisit requirements & specifications to fix encountered
problems

